
The Wellthy Pandemic Employment Survey was
conducted online among a sample of 1,179
employed adults in the U.S. aged 18 years and
older. The survey was administered June 19-24,
2020 by ENGINE INSIGHTS’ Online CARAVAN®.
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Other

Not applicable - I don't work in an office or physical work
location

Managing childcare or other caregiving needs given the
reduction in daycare, camps, babysitters, in-home aides,

etc.

Potential COVID-19 exposure on public transportation
to/from work

None of  these - I am not concerned

Potential COVID-19 exposure because I have older or
vulnerable family members who I take care of or spend

time with

Potential COVID-19 exposure within my work environment
because of personal health concerns

How many people (children, spouse, parents, in-laws, etc.) are you involved in 
taking care of for more than 5 hours per week?

N = 1084

Which of the following concern you, personally, about going into your office or 
your physical work location?

N = 1084
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37%

43%

20%

Much less likely Somewhat less likely No difference

Given the high number of COVID-19-related nursing home deaths, if you had (or have) a loved one 
who needed care, how likely would you be to consider a long-term care facility (assisted living, 

memory care, nursing care, etc.) for someone you love compared to BEFORE the pandemic?
N = 1084
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Very comfortable Somewhat
comfortable

Neither comfortable
nor uncomfortable

Somewhat
uncomfortable

Very uncomfortable Not applicable

Having a babysitter/nanny caring for my kids

Having an in-home aide caring for a chronically ill, disabled, or aging loved one

Given the risk of COVID-19 exposure, how comfortable do you feel about having 
in-home care providers coming into your home for the following reasons?

N = 1084
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Greatly increased how much time per day/week I'm
spending on care-related activities

Somewhat increased how much time per day/week I'm
spending on care-related activities

No change

Somewhat decreased how much time per day/week I'm
spending on care-related activities

Greatly decreased how much time per day/week I'm
spending on care-related activities

How has COVID-19 impacted your daily and weekly caregiving activities?
n = 647
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Other

I can't wait to have our childcare provider/aide back

I never want to go back to full-time hours in an office
environment

It has been really tough, I'm struggling to stay afloat every
day

Covid-19 has not changed the way I think about my
caregiving-related activities

I have loved the extra time with family

How has COVID-19 changed the way you think about your caregiving-related activities?
n = 647
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18%
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29%
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Very likely Somewhat likely Not very likely Not at all l ikely I have already taken a
leave of absence due to

my family's situation

The CARES Act allows for paid family leave to support employees with COVID-19-
related family illness and COVID-19-related changes in childcare. How likely are you 

to consider taking a leave of absence for your family's situation?
N = 1084
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Yes, my employer provided A
LOT of supportive programs

Yes, my employer provided
SOME support but could do

more

Maybe, I'm just not that
familiar with what my

employer offers

No, my employer didn't offer
much in terms of caregiving

support

PRIOR TO COVID-19, did your employer provide supportive resources, benefits, or 
programs for you and your family's care?

n = 953
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45%

23%

19%

14%

Yes - fully aware Yes - somewhat but not entirely aware Not aware Maybe/Not sure

Is your employer aware of the impact that COVID-19 has had on you and your family?
n = 953

43%

38%

12%

7%

Very supported Somewhat supported Not very supported Not at all supported

To what extent have you felt supported by your employer through the pandemic?
n = 953



We dream of the day when taking care of the sick and the elderly becomes seamlessly human and
tech powered. Wellthy is evolving the way we take care of each other. We’re working hard to
remove the pain of healthcare so you’re able to focus on caring for those you love.

Yet, what has surprised me most during these years is discovering that my experience is by no
means unique. There are millions of people who are similarly struggling. From managing
medications, deciding about treatment options, managing appointments and doctors, not to
mention dealing with the financial, insurance, and long term implications, the healthcare maze is
simply too complicated.

When I look at my life, the most important job I’ve held is
the one I’ve been doing since I was a kid. My mother was
diagnosed with a chronic condition when I was 9. Since
then, I’ve spent 25 years immersed in healthcare in one of
the most personal and comprehensive ways possible. As a
result of our broken and complex healthcare system I’ve
served every possible role for my mom from caregiver and
advocate to nurse and therapist. This experience has been
profoundly challenging for both of us, testing our resolve
and spirit countless times.

Wellthy CEO Lindsay Jurist-Rosner

Our Mission

To learn more about Wellthy, please visit our website at wellthy.com or contact us at 
hi@wellthy.com or (877) 588-3917.

https://wellthy.com/

